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Abstract: The possibility of controlled intracavitary
local hyperthemia and thermotherapy using ultrasonic
multielement applicator has been investigated. A'
theoretical model has been offered which allows to
calculate acoustic and thermal fields' patterns in
biological tissues for linear array of rectangular finite
size radiators, taking into account the ultrasonic and
thermal properties of tissues and sur{ace cooling. Also
the matrix algebra methods have been used to compute
piezoelectric transducer frequency characteristics to
optimise its matching with power generator and

has been used to calculate applicator acoustic field.
According to this method the transducer aperture is
divided into

l/ rectangle subelements that are small enough

so that their fields can be represented by the far-field
in the region of interest. The near-field

approximation

ultrasound pressure distribution for transducer is calculated

as a vector sum of the far-field ultrasound

pressure

distributions for subelements. Thus the power deposition of
ultrasound in the unit of biological tissue volume for the
multielement aprplicator consisted of rectangle transducers
may be calculated as follows

scoustic load.

INTRODUCTION

(l)

The necessity to design the portable ultrasonic
applicators for controlled intracavitary heating of
biological tissues is caused loy the urgent problems of the
present-time clinical and theoretical local hyperthermia
and thermotherapy [1]. The aim of this research work is to
devetop the theoretical model, which will allow to calculate
the acoustic and thermal fields' patterns in biological

tissues

with the influence of intracavitary

cooled

applicator, containing a rectangular piston elements, and
to create the operable design of such the applicator to
operate in the frequency l,lange I up to 3 MHz. The small
wavelength of ultrasound in soft tissues for the above
mentioned frequencies (i.e. 1.8 down to 0.4 mm) and
relatively low affenuation (approximately I dB/cm ltvfrIz in
muscle tissues) leads to the very important advantages, as
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; A is wavelength in the medium; p is the

density of the medium; c is the speed of sound in the
medium; AS = Lw.M is the area of subelement with /w
and Ah dimensions; M is the number of individual
radiators of multielement applicator; i/ is the number of
subelements', u^nis the normal component of the velocity at

the mnth subelement, R., is the distance from the centre of
the mnth subelement to the field point of interest (x, y, z);
a is the attenuation coefficient in the medium; k is the
wave number; x'^n and /^rt are the mnth subelement
centre co-ordinates.

If

follows:
more precise power focusing;
considerable depth of heating;

convenient power deposition and fields' configuration
control;
specific biomedical effects of ultrasonic fields.

the deposited power distribution and thermal
parameters of tissue are known, it is possible to calculate
the temperature distribution inside the heated region. In
order to define the heating pattern, classic bioheat thermal
equation, written in two dimensional (r,z) cylindrical coordinates has been applied. Neglecting metabolic heat
generation, the appropriate bioheat equation is

METI{OD
The formulation of thermal model is determined, for
first
turn, by calculation of ultrasonic field pattern in
the
the applicator surrounding; i.e. only acoustical problem
must be solved at the first stage. The possibilities of local
ultrasonic tissue irradiation for heating are determined
with a near-field arc.a (indeed, at frequency ll'tfr{a
wavelength 2 = 1.5 mm and for source with size
R = 10

mm depth of

near-field arc'a

is

Zrw= R212*67 mm). This means that ultrasound intensity

distribution has the complex non-uniform structure.
Because of above, the real ultrasound transducer modelling
point source gives
ils an infinitely size source

or

considerable enors. So the rectangular radiator method [21
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is the tissue temperature at co-ordinates (r, z); fu is
W(r, z) is the power
co-ordinates (r, z); C = (ct Pt mt P) | k,,
deposition
e = kt | @, c); e rnd pb is the blood specific heat and
density respectively, mt is the volumetric flow rate of blood
per unit rnass of tissue; ct and p1 is the specific heat and

where

7"

the tissue thermal conductivity;

at

of tissue respectively; T6 is the arterial blood
temperanre.
The thermal conductivity and heat accumulation abillty
of soft tiszue, as well as it's blood perfusion and acoustic
properties may be considered as constant values. In the
density
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boundary conditions for (2) the applicator surface cooling
and the known tissue temperature (37 oC) at the boundaries
of tissue volume under investigation inside the body are
taken into account,
The finite elements method has been used for numeric
non-steady-state bioheat thermal equation in
solution
cylindrical co-ordinates. The two-dimensional rectangular

of

region under examination

is

covered

with

triangle

elements. The temperature distribution inside each element
is represented by three values of temperature in the nodes.

The presented method for acoustic and thermal fields
calculation allows to otnain temperature distribution in
biological tissue for concrete heating conditions. To create
the operable applicator design it is also essential to provide
the transducer matching with power amplifier and acoustic
load, The matrix algebra methods have been used to

complte transducer characteristics. Each element of
transducer (piezoelectric plate, electrical matching circuit
elements, acoustic matching layers) has been represented
as an equivalent Wadripole. The transducer is described by
matrix equation
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Figure l. Acoustic power distribution of designed
applicator with 3 operating radiators (-)
and of
infinitely long cylindrical source with radius 1.2 cm (- - -)
on centre axis. Operating freqtrency is 1.05 MHz;
radiators'velocity amplitude is 16 cm/s.

(3)

lliil

where U and / is the voltage and current at transducer's
input; ll^E'll, l|.4ll and llcll is the matrixes of electrical
matching circuit, piezoelectric plate and combination of I
acoustic matching layers respectively; p and v is the force
and velocity on active transducer surface; matrix l|l"ll
describes the whole transducer. Elements of ll.4"ll matrix
have been defined which allow to calculate transducer
characteristics: transfer characteristic, input electrical

9"

u

impedance, etc.
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Figure 2. Calculated temperature distribution in tissue for
The acoustic and thermal fields' pattems in uniform tissue
have been calculated for ultrasonic applicator consisted of
3 elements lx I cm; operating frequency is 1.05 Mhz.
Figure I shows the difference between acoustic fields of
finite size rectangular power source and transörcer model
as an infinitely long porver source. Clearly heating volume
of tiszue matches with transducer near-field area and farfield approximation can't be used for applicator mo&lling.
The temperature maximum (figure 2) is placed at the main

axis of the central radiator; this is for the cases of equal
amplitudes of all 3 oscillating radiators, as well as for only
one (central) oscillating radiator. The depth of temperature
maximum is near 2 cm; this phenomenon is caused try
cooling of the applicator surface and by the presence of

maximum ultrasonic power at the depth 1.9 cm. Two
temperature ma,ximums can be ottained with 2 lateral
oscillating radiators.

The simulation studies have illustrated the effect of
"smoothening' of the temperature pattern in comparison
with initial disrihrion of ultrasonic field because of
therrnal transfer and blood perfrrsion.
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designed applicator. Radiators' velocity amplitude is
16 cm/s; cooling liquid temperature is 15 "C; blood flow
rate is 0.45'10'5 m'/kg s.

The above rezults indicate that with the

proper

treatment planning and knpwledge of tumour size and
depth, the applicator operating parameters can be chosen
for the best treat of abnormal tiszue intended region
without any damage of normal tiszues.
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